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Annual General Meeting minutes October 2016 

Opening: 

The annual general meeting of Caretakers Cottage Incorporated was called to order at 

6:15pm on 19 October, 2016 at 96 Bondi Road, Bondi, by Laurie Matthews, Caretakers 

Cottage CEO. 

Present: 

 Laurie Matthews  Executive Officer, Caretakers Cottage Inc. 

 Catherine Brennen  Chairperson 

 Natalie Bradbury  Committee Member 

 Sarah Barclay   Committee Member 

 Lisa Wong   Committee Member 

 Victoria McFarlane  Returning Officer 

 Aliki Filis   Program Manager, Bondi Refuge 

 Kate Witherdin   Program Manager, Options Housing 

 Dovi Seldowitz   Administrative Assistant, Bondi Refuge 

(Minutes) 

Apologies: 

 Tomás Rowlandson  Committee Member 

 Helen Kakakios   Committee Member 

 Rebecca Abraham  Committee Member 

 Julie Booler   Program Manager, Entity OOHC/Aftercare/Horizons 

 Joanne Geiger   Case Worker, Entity OOHC/Aftercare/Horizons 

 

Approval of minutes from last AGM 
Moved by Laurie, seconded by Catherine. 

Reports 
CEO Report delivered by Laurie Matthews 

One of our greatest achievements is wining the HYAP2 tender. Brodie moved from youth work 

to casework, and we will need to report that separately next year. Our ‘territory’ now stretches 

to Strathfield (in part due to lack of a response to males 12-15). This funding allowed us to 

increase our capacity at Bondi to 10 beds. 
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We also have some extra funds due to an extra top-up funds for 24/7 services, however, the 

exact dollar amount will depend on the particulars of the argument re: cost per client in crisis. 

OOHC is heading towards another tender (we will need to place EOI soon), with hours and 

hours of meetings and consultations. As the situation stands now, our OOHC service is not 

viable. Their outcomes based funding model is not suited for the reality on the ground. Another 

development: a new Human Services contract is being developed which includes clauses that 

any surplus in excess of $1,000 will be owed back to the dept. This is unrealistic, so we will 

see what comes of this. 

Treasurer’s Report delivered by Laurie Matthews 

Tomas supplied a report, however, he was unable to attend the meeting. The revaluation 

figure has to do with an adjustment figure based on a proper revaluation conducted this year. 

We have a 11k cash deficit due to Entity, and a technical deficit due to the revaluation. 

Nonetheless, the organisation is financially healthy as there are assets, reserves, etc. 

The full audit is available if the board would like to review. 

Chairperson’s Report delivered by Catherine Brennen 

My focus in this first year has been the first six months learning quite a lot, and the second six 

months has involved meetings with FACS and assisting with the meetings. My plan for this 

coming year is to focus on how we can work to keep Entity as a viable service and to work 

with other members to boost our competencies. If individuals have strengths, we need to 

encourage those people to step forward, and to share knowledge across the board. My 

recommendation for this year is to get a part-time accountant, who can help the board make 

appropriate decisions. 

Caretakers Cottage Youth Refuge delivered by Aliki Filis 

This year’s highlights include a higher percentage of under 16s than previous years. And while 

there has been a lower percentage of ATSI clients, we have noticed that we are engaged with 

these clients for a longer period of time. A great change in staffing has been having two 

Aboriginal staff (though one recently has left) and Brodie now working as case worker. Art 

therapy has taken off well, and while Kirsten is no longer full-time, she is continuing the art 

therapy part-time. Other activities that have taken off well include yoga and drumming. On the 

downside, Ian, our psych, is no longer working in Sydney (now working at SYFS). 

Options Youth Housing delivered by Kate Witherdin 

We have focused on the transition to the larger client group, we had a strategic planning 

session, we implemented a new three-month trial period for intakes, and now St Laurence 

House assists with teaching living skills to some clients. 
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We’ve had more families this year. Six families plus three families with shared care. If this 

number grows, it will be a sign of the clear lack of space for that client group. 

Entity delivered by Laurie Matthews 

Julie is away on holidays. One highlight is the strong connection to local high school, which is 

rare for OOHC. Lots of regular family-type activities (horse riding, birthday parties), plus tickets 

to shows. 

Lots of work on independent living skills, some kids have been transitioning to Options, though 

it is still a work in progress. Entity is accredited for another five years. This was a massive 

accomplishment to have it all approved on the first submission. 

The Horizons caseworker has left, and now Jo is covering the casework, and Horizons is now  

Nominations and election of officers 

Victoria declared all positions vacant and the following members elected unopposed: 

Catherine as Chair, Sarah as Secretary, Tomas as Treasurer, Helen, Natalie, Lisa and 

Rebecca as regular members. All members were declared elected and were unopposed. 

Auditors 

Laurie recommends that we postpone the electing of the auditors until recommendations can 

be made at the next meeting. The next meeting which will be a special general meeting. 

Motion moved by Catherine, seconded by Sarah. 

Meeting adjourned at 7:30 pm by Laurie Matthews. 
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Catherine Brennan – Chairpersons Report 

I am continually inspired by the strength of the Caretaker’s Cottage team and the tireless 

efforts of our CEO Laurie Mathews. It has been a year of ongoing negotiations with the OHC 

reform and has been the primary focus for Laurie and the team at Entity. 

 

Caretakers Bondi has been running smoothly and we are proud of the Caretakers Manager 

Aliki and the amazing team of Caseworkers and youth workers who are making such a 

difference to the lives of homeless youth. The HYAP program has been operating for two 

years and is seeing some fantastic outcomes for kids under 16 with the focus remaining on 

family restoration. 

 

Options Youth Service has been achieving incredible successes over the past 12 months as 

the demand grows for services in Sydney who provide young people who are homeless or at 

risk of being homeless with affordable housing and case management support. Options 

provide youth on the program with relevant life skills to better prepare them for independent 

living. There are many factors that are contributing to the growing number of homeless youth 

in Sydney however many clients report the main issues as housing affordability, high 

unemployment rates for youth and the breakdown of family networks. Options Youth Service 

Manager Kate has built an excellent relationship with Social housing providers Bridge 

Housing and St George over the past few years that has seen the steady growth of 

properties that are available to the program. 

 

Entity is remaining positive through the OOHC reform process with Julie and Laurie 

attending special meetings and proposal discussions. This is an anxious time for all OOHC 

providers however Entity pride themselves on not only being an OOHC provider but a family 

to the medium term OOHC clients and that is what makes Julie and her team so special. The 

semi independent living program and Entity aftercare programs have contributed to the 

overall achievements of this program and the board acknowledges the hard work and 

dedication of all staff in making this a much needed organisation for OOHC kids. 

 

Members of the board have been stable over the last 12 months and as we continue to 

provide support to the CEO with the OOHC reform over the next 7 months, the Executive 

Board will look at further Governance Training as part of our commitment to professional 

development of the board.  

 

With the ever changing compliance requirements of government funding the Board will 

continue to build on the operational Policies and procedures for all Caretaker’s programs 

ensuring that we exceed industry standards and best practice as an organisation working 

with vulnerable youth. 
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CEO Report - Laurie Matthews 

 

Thank you for your continued participation in the life of Caretakers Cottage. This year we 

have continued to refine our services and engage in sector development with Family and 

Community Service and our Peak bodies. The greatest obstacle this year has been the 

continued changes in our funding body with respect to their structures and contractually 

changing expectations on services. While the highlight has been to see greater family 

engagement, especially through our HYAP program.  

I look forward to the coming year as we negotiate a new Out of Home Care contract as this 

will lead to an important program shift towards creating exit points from the OOHC system. 

We will access additional properties and expend our independent living opportunities to 12 to 

16 young people supported by case managers. Our one-time crisis OOHC 4 bed residential 

program will become a residential preparation program for those young people who are still 

developing the skills to live independently. 

Many reservations remain as to the viability of the new OOHC model, especially the 

opportunity for a crisis response to those young people whose placements break down or 

come into care during adolescents. We are engaged in an ongoing Out of Home Care reform 

and tender process that has a heavy emphasis on outcomes based funding and a defined 

therapeutic model. There are obvious risks in this approach particularly when our service 

does not have control over referrals with a possible consequence being underfunding due to 

a lack of referrals. When staffing is dependent on full funding the viability of our program is at 

risk so a based funding level must be imported to the outcomes based funding model. We 

believe that a model of service proposed by Entity will gain recognition and a further 3 years 

funding. 

I applaud the recent intervention of the Productivity Commission who are recommending 7-

year funding cycles and the ACTU proposition of enshrining domestic violence leave in 

awards. Industrially we have endured some tough claims however, this is to be expected in 

such an adversarial environment. It puts greater pressure on small organisations, especially 

their boards, to have solid insurance and legal representation, both of which barely rate a 

mention in funding agreements. 

HYAP 

The further development of our HYAP program has been very rewarding for families this 

year and will further develop with the addition of a new position of a family counsellor this 

year. Generally, we have not employed specialist workers rather, seeking outside input 

expertise to support our young people. IU must acknowledge the great support provided by 

Ian Johnson providing clinical psychological services on a Medicare bulk billing basis, 

unfortunately Ian has moved to a regional area so we farewell Ian and wish him well. 

Fortunately, one of our long time casual staff, Hannah has recently become a registered 

psychologist and is working to emulate Ian’s role at Caretakers.  

HYAP and its push towards early intervention has become the centrepiece of the Specialist 

Homelessness Service system and is well supported by the sector and our team. We are 

developing what was the art room into a comfortable family counselling space with the 

support of a small capital grant from the Prime Minister’s Office for which we are grateful. 

In an era of reduced red tape, we are now commencing on our third accreditation with 

different government departments and although we have the necessary policy and 
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procedure the endless demand to prove it is counterproductive. Continued planning and 

consultations by government are of questionable value especially when government have in 

advance employed consultants to draft their operational plans and all they are looking for an 

endorsement from the field. That said we remain active members of our peak body 

Yfoundations and the Australian Services Union. 

Options 

Has remained steady with the quick growth in properties now appearing to be in control. The 

team have attracted partner organisation Bridge Housing to provide onsite support to tenants 

and we have some co placements of Entity clients who are transitioning to independent 

living. We have gained an additional property in Maroubra while a renewed relationship with 

St George Housing has enabled Entity to gain better access to their properties.  

We couldn’t celebrate the Options teams achieves today without acknowledging their 

winning of the converted Youth Service of the Year presented by Youth Action. This year 

presented by Mychelle Curran the FACS director of homelessness services 

 

Options has been full to capacity though somehow the team manage to find options for that 

new referral of a young woman with a baby desperately escaping a domestic violence 

situation. This year has seen a growth is support from individuals and businesses through 

fundraising which will be culminating this year with a Comedy store fundraiser later this 

month. As with Entity and Caretakers Crisis work with numerous ex residents who are 

looking for ongoing support however a very positive outcome has been the numbers of 

young people moving out of options to market rental properties of other family opportunities. 

Essentially our job is not done till our clients can confidently move into the open market 

world with faith that their discipline of paying rent and sustaining themselves at Options will 

stand them in good stead as they move away from us. 

 

Entity 

As mentioned earlier Out of Home Care services are going through a major reform which 

initially was seen as a direct threat to the employment of existing staff and the very model we 

have developed over time. Although not yet completed we feel we have acquitted ourselves 

well in the tender process and have brought some concerns to bare. We are looking forward 

to a transition to independent living and the associated growth in placements as form our 

experience securing stable ways out of the system is good for all concerned. 

Effectively Entity will remain as currently structured though those referred into the program 

will need to have some propensity to live with reducing levels of support. A much greater 

emphasis on living skills teaching will come to the fore. Julie is developing a curriculum and 
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we are considering launching it on our website or developing another APP. We need a 

google focussed on practical day to day issues including how do you check a light fuse and 

repair it?  

These developments will be at the cost of longer term sustained clients who become part of 

the place and the lives of our staff. A critical component of ensuring young people keep 

developing well after they have been relinquished from care at 18 is to continue and develop 

our aftercare capacity. In many respects aftercare is the glue that ensures the young people 

with whom we work as well supported, if not directly by us then by family and friends and 

other services. Many of our clients are not going to return to family care however it remains a 

key focus of this organisation to ensure that young people can still have the best quality of 

relationship with family that can be reconstructed so resilience and maturity go a long way to 

enable young people to make the most of these relationships. 

 Tomas from the Board has been working with Julie to develop0 a sinking fund that will 

ensure the fabric of our building is maintained, this should be augmented by an approach to 

the Property Industry Foundation in the coming year. 

Crisis 

Following some years of staff turnover and instability we now have a full complement of staff 

who have settled well into the team. Aliki has engaged a number of students completing 

placements as we have experience and practice that we believe needs to be shared with 

those going pout to work in the sector.  

The day to day program and activities of Caretakers has similarly become expected aspects 

of service to young people. Regular Gym and yoga workshops, drumming and cooking 

classes as well as numerous outings to the football and other events. Thanks to the NSW 

Rugby League and Foxtel for their support as well as Oz harvest and Our Big Kitchen. 

It is not always a happy place at Caretakers as many of our young people are experiencing 

the pain of family breakdown and other traumas however it is our role to firstly assist clients 

to feel safe and then trusting us to help them find constructive ways forward. Young people 

encountering the Social Security system for the first time are overwhelmed at the harsh 

mutual obligation requirements and simply punitive implications in compliance. If staff did not 

support young people navigate the Social Security system rough sleeping and 

homelessness would be significantly worse. 

Thanks to Peter Matthews for his fundraising efforts at the 400Km Murray River paddle 

  

The highlight of my week is to attend a Caretakers staff meeting where I hear workers 

looking for new and alternative options with which to inspire our clients, the notion of being 

the provider of affordable housing, something which has become a bit of a mantra around 
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the homelessness sector is totally a misnomer as what our team is providing is nurture and 

care or put simply, parenting.  

  

 

Board and acknowledgements 

Finally, all of our work would not be possible without the endless support of our Board, 

headed by Catherine Brennan, who has been so supportive and keen to learn. Tomas 

Rowlandson as treasurer has asking the right questions and working towards a property 

management program for Entity as well as signing endless funding agreements. Thanks to 

Sarah, Natalie and Helen for being their so provide advice and support for our teams and to 

Rebecca, who due to illness could not attend meeting however maintains a vital link with our 

friends at Johnson as well as connecting us with pro bono lawyers. 

Special thanks to Christopher Hawker who, as a resident of Caretakers has rebuild our 

entire IT system and provided a plan for data management. We especially took forward to 

the calls and visits from past clients of all of our services who seek further support or just a 

cup of coffee with staff to share their experiences. 

 

Of course the NSW Dept Community Services has continued to recognise the work that we 

do with ongoing funding, and a special thanks to Mychelle Curran who has overseen the 

SHS sector. We are pleased to have engaged with the Prime Minister’s office this year and 

are looking to further develop this dialogue. 

Our Options, Entity and Bondi Crisis teams supported by our partnership with the Ted Noffs 

Foundation and St Laurence House have continued to go above and beyond to create new 

opportunities for the young people in our care. The sense of needing to find outcomes that 

will see our clients in a better place has become cemented in Caretakers ethos and it makes 

me proud to see our workers quietly looking for opportunities that inspire the young people 

with whom we work to go for the best. 

Finally, I would like to thank the Prime Minister and his office for continued support as well 

as the Member for Vaucluse, The Hon Gabrielle Upton and the Member for Waverley The 

Hon Bruce Notley-Smith for their interest and counsel as we work towards the best interests 

of young people and their families in Sydney’s East. 
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Caretakers Crisis Refuge 2016-2017 – (Aliki Filis) 

 

 

Client Demographics: 
 

 162 separate clients were provided support by Caretakers Cottage over the past 
year, of whom 70% were new clients to the Service. 

 10% of clients required additional multiple intensive supports over the year. 

 143 clients became residents of Caretakers Cottage. 

 55% of services during the year were provided to females and 45% to males. 

  Over 40% of clients were under the age of 16 years. 

 A further 22% were of ATTSI background, and 12% were born overseas. 

 44% of clients had a previous mental health diagnosis. 

 Almost 70% of the clients provided a service were from either the Sydney or 
Eastern Sydney Districts. 

 11% of young people were in some form of Ministerial Care. 
 

 

Reasons for Becoming Homeless: 
Clients were referred to Caretakers Cottage for a variety of reasons.  The overwhelming 

reason young people became homeless was identified as the result of family 

crisis/breakdown comprising 36% of all clients.  This was followed by domestic violence 

issues at home comprising 11% of the total client group and showing a marked increase 

from previous years. 

Identified domestic violence however varied and included young people being either the 

victims of violence at home, or the perpetrators of violence at home.   

Most of the time, multiple and concurrent factors were cited leading to these clients 

becoming homeless. 

50% of our clients had become homeless for less than one month before contact with 

Caretakers. A small proportion of these clients however had chosen not to be at home as 

opposed to being evicted from home. 

The past year also saw an increase in young people becoming itinerant, with almost 70 

young people either sleeping rough or couch surfing in the year before coming to 

Caretakers. 

However, of the total, 63 young people were also not homeless prior to their contact with 

Caretakers, and instead required outreach support to maintain their current family/living 

relationships and arrangements. 

Almost a third of our clients  (28%) were referred to Caretakers by another specialist 

homelessness service, and this was closely followed by either self-referrals or referrals from 

family members also comprising a total of 24%. 
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High Complexity: 
 
Of our under-aged clients at least 20-35 clients had each  spent time in one or more 
of the following categories: a hospital, psychiatric facility, juvenile justice facility or 
drug and alcohol rehabilitation centre prior to coming to Caretakers Cottage.  
 
Of our supported adults, 6 had spent time in an adult correctional centre. 
 

 

Client Outcomes: 
During the past year, Caretakers Cottage provided intensive support to clients ranging from 

a few days to many months depending on individual and family needs.  As a result of our 

interventions the following outcomes were achieved: 

34% of clients were living with a family member by the time we closed their files. 

6 clients had moved on to either transitional, community or private rental properties. 

22% had remained in emergency accommodation. 

The above suggests highly successful outcomes given our very young population of 

homeless of clients over the year. 

Highlights of the Year: 
The past year was an exciting time for Caretakers Crisis Refuge: 

During this time, we solidified our casework support through our HYAP funding and 

successfully expanded and established strong links to both government and non-

government services in our newly established Sydney District area.  We are now getting 

numerous referrals from Sydney District to the point where we have now identified the need 

to further expand the HYAP program by a dedicated Family Therapist to provide outreach to 

young people and their families to ensure that adequate support is maintained longer term to 

assist in continued strong family functioning.  It is envisaged the Family Therapist will begin 

in January 2018. 

Our Aboriginal worker, piloted over the past 12 months has also proved a success in 

assisting the service to be more culturally responsive to our ATTSI families.  Although 

Caretakers Cottage has been quite successfully responsive to ATTSI young people in the 

past, connecting with local ATTSI families has historically been more difficult. However, over 

the past 12 months our Aboriginal worker has forged better links with local Aboriginal 

services and also Aboriginal families in our designated local Districts, thereby improving the 

cultural competence of the Service overall.  One added bonus of the Aboriginal worker has 

also been improved culturally specific activities such as being taken out by the Rainbow 

Warrior every now and again. 

Our Art Therapy program, which had been running for over a year, has had some setbacks 

in recent months due to health concerns of the Therapist.  We have recently found a casual 

substitute for our Art Therapist, who can now continue providing the program in the interim. 

The onsite Yoga program begun last year has been going brilliantly well. We have been 

fortunate to have had the most wonderful volunteers providing the program weekly through 

the past 12 months which is no small commitment on their behalf.  The program has also 

helped some of our pregnant young girls learn to relax and de-stress to assist them in 
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childbirth.  Overall, I cannot say enough about the effect of this program on some of our 

clients over the past year. 

We have also added a new Cooking program in the past year to Caretakers Cottage Crisis.  

This program is run once a week, for a 10 week period.  During this time, our cooking 

volunteers come to Caretakers and teach our residents basic cooking dishes, proper 

nutrition and hygiene to assist them with improving their living skills.  All the residents 

together assist our volunteer cooks to prepare and cook meals during these sessions. 

Last year, we lost our on-site bulk billing private psychologist Ian who provided a soft 

introduction to counselling to some of our more resistant clients.  After a very long time, and 

some setbacks, we have now found a suitable replacement in the form of Chana, a newly 

registered psychologist who has worked extensively with our client group and who has a 

great track record of strong intervention with young people.  She has already started 

sessions here at Caretakers Cottage and will continue to do so in accordance with client 

needs. 

Our relationships with our official partners Ted Noffs has gone well over the year, as have 

our relationship with other local services such as St Lawrence House and Our Big Kitchen 

providing the streamlined transition of young people across local services.  

We have been providing consultation for a long time in the South Eastern District through 

our participation on various boards.  This consultative and collaborative progress has now 

been extended to the Sydney District also, with the HYAP Caseworker participating in 

several forums in the Sydney district area to ensure a better collaborative response to the 

local under 16 year old clients. 

It was an exciting time generally and in relation to clients also.  Apart from the usual array of 

issues we normally see such as mental health or drug and alcohol or poor interpersonal and 

conflict resolution skills and so on, we also had the unusual situation of having 3 young 

pregnant girls living at Caretakers at the same time, who also had births within a space of a 

month of each other.  It was hectic but positive having these young women at the same time, 

however it was also a pleasure watching them trying so hard to overcome their respective 

issues and mutating mostly into caring, loving young mums. 

One of the other memorable moments of the past year was our facilitation of one 17 year old 

ATTSI male to connect to his indigenous side of the family in the Northern Territory.  Both he 

and his brother had never had any contact with the indigenous side of the family.  We had 

been working with both of them on and off for several years. We were hoping to also get his 

brother to go, but could not find his brother at the time.   Our 17 year old went to the 

Northern Territory and came back having found family he did not know existed, a new 

language he could not converse in and a connection to relatives and the land that was 

overwhelming.  I have no doubt that this cultural connection will remain strong with him from 

now on despite the hurdles. 

HYAP: 
HYAP, our response to the under 16 year olds, has been going strong over the past year 

with our successful integration into Sydney District interagency forums.  Referrals from 

Sydney District have increased substantially over the past 12 months, with all local offices, 

police YLOs and other relevant stakeholders knowing to refer to us when under-aged young 

people become at risk of homelessness. 
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Sydney District works quite differently to Eastern Sydney, and as such the past 12 months 

has seen a process of learning their processes and disseminating ours so that collaboration 

can be optimised for those young people and their families. 

We opened 76 separate supports for young people ranging from young people 12 years of 

age to 15 years of age in the past year.  Some of these young people required multiple 

supports over the year to stabilise.  This is not unusual given our extensive experience 

working with this younger group suggests these younger clients are more difficult to work 

with and influence because of their developmental immaturity. 

However, our under 16 year old ATTSI clients seem to be over-represented, making up 35% 

of the total ATTSI clients supported clients over the year.  ATTSI male under-aged clients 

were particularly concerning, making up 32% of the total number of Caretakers ATTSI 

supports for the year. 
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Case Study 1: 
 
Jesse* first became known to Caretakers in 2015 because of her chronic drug and alcohol 
use which resulted in her homelessness and rough sleeping. She became a Caretakers 
resident twice  in the following year but was not at the point where she was ready to 
address her drug and alcohol issues.  
 
Late in 2016 Jesse* called Caretakers asking for accommodation. She stated that she had 
just found out she was pregnant and needed assistance.  She also stated that she had 
been using ice up until the time she found that she was pregnant.  Given her extensive 
drug history, we were not overly optimistic about her situation or her prospective success. 
 
We brought Jesse in and began the long process of organising all her needs. She had 
decided she wanted to keep the baby and to move in with the father of her child.  The 
problem with this was, he was almost a 27 year old adult and she had not told him that 
she was in fact a 15 year old child when she became pregnant.  He was under the 
assumption she was an adult and none of his family knew she existed.   Because she was 
pregnant we brought FACS into the picture. 
 
When Jesse moved into Caretakers she had just turned 16 years of age and was 3 
months pregnant. During her time at Caretakers Jesse did indeed surprise staff by not 
taking any drugs and trying her best to mature.  She did have some of her old patterns, 
such as aggression towards other residents, but stopped these maladaptive behaviours 
quickly when it was brought to her attention.  At this point she rarely spoke to her mother 
over the years and was always very abusive to her instead.  
 
However, we knew that Jesse’s best chance would be to get her mother back into her life.  
We knew there was no chance of Jesse going back home due to overcrowding in the 
house. 
 
Our opportunity came when Jesse became aggressive and she was timed out for several 
weeks.  Given we knew Jesse really liked living at Caretakers, we decided that we would 
not time her out to a refuge and instead time her out to her mother’s.   We would also 
need  to convince the mother given she did not want Jesse back, nor did she want 
anything to do with the pregnancy or the baby.   
 
We eventually convinced mum to take her on the timeout under the condition that if Jesse 
was rude to her, raised her voice, or brought over anyone she could be brought back to 
Caretakers immediately.  Surprisingly for both of them, the time-out at mum’s went better 
than expected with Jesse keeping to her side of the bargain.  Mum began to soften. 
 
It became clear that Jesse was trying her absolute best to do all the right things for her 
baby. She did everything asked of her including going back to vocational training (which 
she enjoyed) in order to assist her getting skills she may need in her future. 
 
She was pushing, however to move in with the baby’s father which we did not think was a 
good idea because of the age and power differential.  After many conversations and 
months of Jesse staying at Caretakers and staff teaching her behaviours, responsibility, 
budgeting and so on, and also organising weekly weekend stays at her mothers house, 
we assessed that the improvements she exhibited would allow her to go into independent 
accommodation with her baby as opposed to the Supported and Supervised Young 
Parent option we had first thought on despite her young age.  We would have preferred 
her and baby to go into an Options house to be close to her mother and grandmother but 
there was never an appropriate vacancy.  By this time, the relationship with her family had 
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again become warm, loving and supportive.  Had the families not been subject to 
overcrowding we would definitely have looked at this as a preferred option. 
 
During the entire time, we brought FACS and a Young Parents Program into the mix to 
ensure that all the risk assessments on Jesse, the baby and the baby’s father were done.  
The baby’s father interestingly had not mentioned Jesse or the pregnancy to his mother or 
most of his siblings even when she had given birth. 
 
After many months under everyone’s supervision, The Young Parents Program agreed 
with our assessment that Jesse could go into an independent flat and we wanted this 
property to be close to her early childhood services, to us and to her mother as opposed 
to being close to her partner who lived an hour out of Sydney.  We were also unsure if he 
had told his family yet about his baby. Her partner obviously could visit but could not live in 
her flat.  
 
She had her baby earlier this year, is doing extremely well and is a great mum.  FACS are 
no longer involved with her or the baby, and the only substantial support provided by the 
Young Parents Program is the house they provided her.  However, she does not live in the 
eastern suburbs and we are hoping to move her at the earliest opportunity to be close to 
her family.  We have kept in contact with her all year and will be applying for Community 
Housing for her to get her on the list.  Her partner is present, but she does now see this as 
a toxic relationship and there are restrictions against him having unsupervised contact 
with the baby because of violence.  Jesse is looking forward to moving closer to her mum 
and grandmother for support and whom are very involved with their grandchild.  We 
anticipate that we will keep in contact with Jesse for quite some time just for a social 
catch-up) as all other government and non-government services have now fallen off 
because there is no risk that they see.   
 
Occasionally we will remind her at how far she has come and how much she has changed 
in such a short period of time.  We suspect, Jesse will still be a success story many years 
from now. 
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Options Youth Housing  
transitional accommodation program 

 

Options has had yet another busy year, with 221 referrals taken from young people in need 

of support and a place to call home. As much as we wish we 

could take all the young people referred to us, this is not 

possible. We were, however, able to provide all the young 

people who made contact with us with over-the-phone 

assistance and referral options. We received referrals from a 

variety of different sources, the majority coming from “another 

SHS agency” (35%), “no formal referral” (27%), and “agency- 

Government or Non-Government” (15%). The main reason for 

young people presenting to Options for support and 

accommodation was due to: “inadequate/inappropriate living 

conditions” (21%), “relationship breakdown” (16%) and “previous 

accommodation ended” (14%).  

Our staff remained consistent throughout the year, maintaining 

our 3 full-time case workers and 1 program manager. The 

Options team is 

strong and 

stable and has 

had a busy, 

challenging and, 

most of all, 

inspiring year- learning to love each other 

just that little bit more!  

 

DEMOGRAPHICS   

AGE  

0-5 years  8% 

16 yrs  5% 

17 yrs 4% 

18 yrs 9% 

19 yrs 18% 

20 yrs 10% 

"The best thing 

about this 

service is the 

amazing case 

workers. I 

always feel safe 

and taken care 

of. The support 

I receive from 

the case 

workers is 

amazing and I 

am forever 

grateful for 

everyone in this 

service!" 
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Options has capacity to accommodate 54 young people, aged between 16-

25, for a period of 2 years. Options offers support and accommodation to 

individuals, young parents, couples and siblings, all of which were brought 

into the Options family this year! In total, we provided 92 young people with 

safe and stable accommodation in the 12-month period, with the average 

age being 19. We also had a record number of children aged under 5 in the 

program. 

 

        

47 of these 92 young people exited our program during this 

time. Largely, exits were planned and well prepared with 

the top 3 exit points being: Private Rental (25%), immediate 

or extended family (21%) and Affordable Housing (15%). 

This is an exceptional outcome for our young people and 

highlights the enormous achievements and skills they have 

developed during their time with the program.  

The young people that sought 

assistance through Options presented with a large range of 

differing needs. 64% experienced mental health issues effecting 

their daily living, 26% faced challenges with alcohol and/or other 

drugs, 16% were involved in the out-of-home-care system and 

8% of our young people were young parents.   

HIGHLIGHTS 

A year at Options is comparable to daily life in the way that there 

are up's and there are down's. Overall 2016- 2017 was a positive 

year. We worked hard to cement ourselves after the Going Home 

Staying Home reform changes and aimed to reach 100% 

capacity. This has been a long journey but has allowed us the 

opportunity to modify our processes in order to better respond to 

what our young people tell us they need and want.  

FORMALISATION OF OUTCOMES MEASURES  

We were fortunate enough to receive ongoing pro-bono support from ATRD Consultants 

who assisted us in developing our Wellness Scale and corresponding database. This has 

allowed our staff and young people to collaboratively monitor their overall well-being 

throughout their time with us. This tool has provided an invaluable and unique perspective 

into the effect that our program is having on young people and facilitates insightful 

discussions within case work. ATRD further supported Options by reducing our current 

21 yrs 8% 

22 yrs 15% 

23 yrs 11% 

24 yrs  7% 

25 yrs  5% 

Anglo
55%

ATSI 
32%

CALD 
13%

“I hope these 

flowers go some 

way to 

expressing my 

sincere thanks 

at looking after 

my son with 

such compassion 

and integrity, 

you have truly 

changed his 

world for the 

better…”  
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Annual Client Satisfaction Survey into 6 short questions, which led to an 8-fold increase on 

responses received in comparison to the previous year’s Annual Client Satisfaction Survey.  

We also expanded and improved our 3 Month Trial Period procedures. Now, every young 

person receives a Summary Report about their first 3 months with us. We have received 

positive feedback from our young people regarding Reports as they are given an opportunity 

to reflect on their progress so far and better focus their future goals. 

 

PARTNERSHIP WITH BRIDGE HOUSING LTD  

Our partnership with Bridge Housing continues to strengthen and flourish with another year 

of innovative and inspiring developments to better support the complex issues faced by our 

young people. Bridge Housing have proven they are committed to supporting and helping 

disadvantaged young people access the rental market. This commitment is in line with a 

core value of the Options program, and has assisted to further strengthen the relationship 

between Bridge Housing and Options. 

The biggest achievement we saw this year was the approval of a flat-rate rent for all Options 

tenants. This was a development that was 12 months in the making and has made a 

significant improvement for Options, Bridge Housing and most importantly, our clients. This 

Policy has helped put our young people in a much stronger position to access the private 

rental market after Options and continue to remain out of the social welfare system.  

We also worked with Bridge on strengthening the support, to both agencies as well as young 

people, by having the tenancy manager based at the Options office once per fortnight. This 

has had a significant impact on workload for staff and access for our young tenants, while 

encouraging self-advocacy in a supported manner. 

 

STRENGTHENING PARTNERSHIPS WITH TED NOFFS FOUNDATION  

We also developed our existing SHS partnership with Noffs by trialing an exclusive, Noffs 

nominated 3 beds. These 3 beds will allow Noffs to have access to beds for young people 

they work with who are in need of transitional accommodation and support which Noffs will 

continue to provide. This has reduced client load for Options, which, in turn, benefits our 

young people, while also providing Noffs with additional exit options for their young people.  
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NSW YOUTH SERVICE OF THE YEAR AWARD  

Options was honoured to be awarded the 2016 Youth Service of 

the Year, presented by Youth Action NSW. It was a privilege to be 

acknowledged and recognised for the hard work and energy our 

case workers put into working with our young people. These are 

efforts which so often goes unrecognised, so we felt privileged and 

humbled to accept this award. 

FUNDING  

We were fortunate enough to be the recipients of complimentary tickets to Cirque du Soleil’s 

Sydney show. This was an amazing and rare experience for our young people, who were 

thrilled to attend.   

One of our coin-collection boxes displayed at a local café, which was collecting funds for our 

End of Year Celebration for our young people, was sadly stolen. With a huge team effort, 

primarily by Lexi and Daf, a social media campaign saw us receive $500 in cash donations 

as well as food donated from About Life and Bakers Delight Bondi Jnt, within a 24-hour 

period. These kind donations allowed us to have an amazing End of Year Celebration, 

rejoicing over the achievements of our young people over the year.   

BeFit Training held a fundraising campaign for Options and managed to raise almost $4, 

000. These funds went towards supporting young people with attaining ID, medical 

expenses, educational support and celebrating milestone achievements amongst many 

other things. 
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Towards the end of the financial year, we were also blessed to be chosen as recipients of a 

Sidney Myer Fund grant of $10,000 for household items, bedding, training and education, 

and general client brokerage, which will be extremely helpful in setting us up for a 

prosperous 2017- 2018 year!  

LOOKING AHEAD: 2017-2018  

We are looking towards the new year with positivity and 

optimism. On the financial front, we are hopeful that we will be in 

a position to provide additional direct supports to our young 

people. We will be focusing on holding more, creative fundraising 

events and activities, involving our young people, where possible, 

and their interests and skills.  

We have almost reached 100% capacity, meaning we can focus 

less on intake and the time consuming processes involved in 

filling vacancies and more on further development of our program 

delivery and daily tasks.  

A big focus for the next 12 months is establishing and formalising 

a parenting support program in order to enable us to fill the need 

we have seen in this area. This will include making more 

partnerships and Options staff accessing specialised training and 

skills development.   

 

Without a selection of charitable people and the generosity of compassionate, kind and 

caring individuals, our small Options team wouldn’t be able to continue to do what we do. 

From the bottom of our hearts we would like to thank:  

Ben & the team at BeFit, the entire team at Bridge Housing Ltd, Dish Double Bay, 

OzHarvest, Cirque Du Soleil, St Laurence House - especially Rob, About Life Bondi Jnt, 

Sue, Lex and the team at ATRD Consultants and Baker’s Delight Bondi Jnt, as well as the 

many furniture and cash donators and Instagram followers and anyone else I may have 

inadvertently forgotten! 

-  A LETTER TO MY BODY BUT MOST OF ALL TO MYSELF - 

Confined and obsessed to the realm of body image for the past four years, I write this letter as a daily 

reminder to myself of the person that I am moving away from and instead to the person that I am 

becoming.  

 

“I wanted to take the 
time though to write 
this text to say thank 
you for all the hours 
in organising and 
setting up and 
replying to emails 
texts and calls from 
myself and probably 
a million other 
people to make this 
place. *** and I are 
truly forever 
grateful as we can 
now progress rapidly 
with our lives being 
in this place from 
before being slown 
by the surroundings 
around us. Thank you 
for everything we 
are truly grateful.”   
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I want to firstly apologise, for not taking greater care of you; my body. My naivety sought me to 

believe that I could squeeze myself in to the ‘perfect’ mold and somehow find the happiness that I 

craved so badly; I was wrong. I suppose it was too late to realise the individual nature of perfection, 

that I am enough just the way that I am.  

 

I want to appreciate you and all of the potential that you have. It is you, my body, that keeps me 

upright, allows me to hold another individual, bring another being in to this world, run in the sand, 

climb up the mountain, pull the door open, jump on my bed.  

 

You have been worn down by my stress and anger, neglect and hatred and I thank you for never 

giving up on me. I have starved and hid you, purged and overworked, yet here you still are holding me 

up. No longer will I disrespect but instead embrace you, in all that you are, and trust that you will 

continue being my vehicle. I will not hide in oversized clothes, nor will continue exerting myself when 

in pain. I will let you rest when you need and respect the limits that you have.  

 

I will see myself as an entire entity – of physical, mental, emotional and spiritual potential – and 

remind myself of this when seeing my reflection in the mirror. I will not measure my self-worth on a 

quantitative figure, for I have substance and greater depth than just a number on a scale; values and 

passions, experiences and effort, goals and purpose.  

 

If you feel like you need a reminder: 

- Remind yourself that losing weight does not directly vary with your level of happiness.  
- ‘Fat’ is a noun, not an adjective. You cannot feel fat, just as you cannot feel muscle.  
-  That you are an individual; not designed to be, look or act like anyone else.  

 

I take my pledge to nurture and embrace you. I will accept my flaws and differences, curves and 

bumps. There is no ideal body and no perfect shape – we are merely striving towards the constantly 

changing perceptions the media perceives as beautiful – and I object to that. I stand to not change for 

anything that does not deserve to be. Let me be me. Let others recognise my worth through my 

intelligence and compassion, rather than the size of my waist and circumference of my thighs.  

 

I am enough just the way that I am. I accept myself just the way that I am.  

 

Sincerely yours, ***** (Female resident, 18 years) 
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AGM Report 2016-17 – Entity, Semi Independent and Aftercare 

Well, it has been a big year this year. The Entity house has had only a few transitions in and 

out over the course of the year, and the entries have been in very quick succession following 

each exit. In total over the last 12 months, we have had eight residents in Entity. None of 

these has been Aboriginal; however, we have had a multi-cultural group, with Iraqi, Pilipino 

and Vietnamese young people in placement. During a number of months this year we have 

had five young people in placement, due to a set of twins sharing a room for a crisis 

placement.  

The semi-independent service began the year with one vacancy, which was quickly filled. 

For a number of months this year we have had 2 extra placements within the semi-

independent service. The Manager, Caseworker and Aftercare Caseworker have banded 

together over the year to manage the semi-independent service without hiring a new 

caseworker. Although this has made it a hectic year, it meant that we were able to make 

some savings within our funding that have allowed a replacement to the Entity van and 

hopefully some renovation works within the house.  

The independent young people this year have been progressing extremely well. One of our 

young people has just graduated year 12, and will be completing her HSC after the holidays. 

She is looking forward to moving to Griffith in the new year with a friend and working in a 

winery. We are so proud of her achievements this year and look forward to the strides she 

will be making into the future.  

 

 

 

 

Another of the young people has continued in full 

time school, completing year 10 this year. He has 

been working part time while going to school and 

has been managing the two well throughout. This 

young person was very dependent on staff support 

at the start of the year, and is now living very 

independently with staff needing to support him 

less and less.  
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We have been working with two long-term residents in the house this year. They will both be 

turning 16 at the end of this year and would like to transition to independent living with Entity. 

Both girls have been attending school throughout the year. As part of the plans for them to 

transition to independence, we have been helping the girls to develop their independent 

living skills. This has had mixed results, with the girls understanding the need for these skills, 

but also having a complacency about them while they are in supported living. One of the 

girls will be entering year 10 next year the other year 11. We have been trying to impart the 

importance of study and homework to the girls; however, they have been reluctant to 

participate in these activities. At times, they 

have participated with the effort reflecting in the 

teachers comments and results in their school 

reports. One of our girls received an 

achievement certificate at the end of year 

assembly at school for coming first in her grade 

in Visual Arts.  

 

The girls have also been developing their cooking skills, again with some mixed results. 

Some meals have been fantastic, some not so! 
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All of the young people 

currently residing at Entity 

are over 15, so have all been 

working on developing their 

living skills. This includes 

completing housework, 

learning about budgeting, 

learning how to get around on public transport, learning how 

to deal with other services like Centrelink.  Young people 

have been learning how to look after their rooms. Others 

don’t pick this up so easily… 
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Some of the young people have been learning how to build furniture…. 

With marvellous results: 

 

Over the year, some of the young people 

have been involved in sports teams; 

some took to enjoying badminton in the back yard.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of our semi- independent 

young people disengaged with Entity a few times throughout the year. She self-placed with 

her mother in Western Sydney at the end of last year. At this time, we offered to refer back 

to FaCS, however she requested that we continue to work with her, and we did. She has 

been battling some health issues throughout the year, which was the deciding factor in her 

returning to her mum’s house, as she was regularly in and out of hospital and wanted more 

support than she could receive in semi-independent living. We have been able to work out 

how we can support her while not in placement, and have been able to develop a case plan 

to follow with her. She is grateful for our support and continues to insist that she wants us to 

keep working with her, not refer her to another organisation or FaCS.  
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The young people have enjoyed different holidays with us Easter, Christmas, Birthdays and 

New Year’s. We have had family visits, in house celebrations, and supported young people 

to visit with their families on special occasions as well. Young people have been supported 

to maintain and repair relationships with their birth families wherever possible. We regularly 

see young people return to the relationships with their families when they leave care, so 

have found that helping young people to develop skills to manage and repair fractured 

relationships helps them in the long run.  

 

 

 

 

Our twins from the house were transitioned into a semi-independent living placement this 

year. Although the boys were able to look after themselves, and demonstrated their 

independent living skills, once they were in their flat, they were unable to maintain their 

safety and make decisions that would keep them safe in their placement. Unfortunately, we 

were unable to help them to correct these issues in placement and had to make the decision 

to move them back into supported accommodation at Entity. This decision was supported by 

FaCS. FaCS is now looking into some longer term supported accommodation options for the 

boys.   

Our final Semi-independent young person has been settling in to her placement. She has 

had her difficulties, however is moving forward. She got herself a part time job, however 

decided this job was not the right one for her. She is working towards full time work with the 
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possibility of looking at completing some animal studies next year. She has been taking part 

in an art course this year, and we are looking into a preparation for work course for her to 

support her in her pursuit for a full time job. 

We have had a steady staff team this year, until one worker went on Maternity Leave in 

August. Congratulations Cara on your little girl. We have had some great casual staff filling 

the empty shifts she left behind. We have continued to work through some industrial 

relations matters, which are continuing.  

Staff attended some training this year, with the highlight being Solution Focused Brief 

Therapy training run by Michael Durrant. This was both enjoyable and motivating for all staff 

attending. Michael has been an invaluable support for staff throughout the year, with his 

clinical supervision helping staff through tough times and supporting and affirming us when 

we do not even realise we need it.  

We have been working hard this year to successfully complete the EOI for Entity to continue 

to provide out of home care. We began working on the tender for the second stage of the 

new contracting, however this process was put on hold this year for further negotiations with 

FaCS. We have been attending meetings and forums to gain the information necessary for 

the tender and discuss the issues. We are hopeful that we will be successful in the tender 

process and will continue to provide invaluable service to young people in the area.  

 

We have had some very generous 

donations this year, for the service 

and for individual young people. 

Thank you to all our generous 

supporters out there. It makes such 

a difference to these young people 

to know that people care that they 

are looked after and that they 

succeed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We received a very generous donation from 

Comfy Nest in Picnic Point of a new mattress for 

the staff bed. This has been a godsend, as we 

have been struggling to replace the old mattress 

within our funding. The new queen mattress is a 
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beautiful euro top mattress with bamboo fabric. Staff are thrilled with the mattress and 

comment how comfortable it is to sleep on. Thank you so much Comfy Nest. 

 

We have found an organisation called Good360, which collects overstock and old stock from 

retailers and big companies. These goods are then stored and given to charities as they 

want. We have used this organisation to get beauty products, gift bags, some clothing, 

children’s toys, baby goods, etc. The products are very good quality and in bulk. We simply 

need to pay for handling and shipping, and the goods themselves are free. This has come in 

handy for extra gifts for the young people and Aftercare clients for Christmas, birthdays and 

everyday needs that arise. It has been an indispensable resource this year that we will 

continue to use into the future.  

There have been a number of Aftercare clients requiring intensive support this year. 

Aftercare has been assisting one young person who has had her children removed by FaCS. 

There has been support around the two court cases for these, contact arrangements with the 

children, medical appointments for follow up following the very difficult birth of her last child 

and many serious complications that happened. Aftercare has also been supporting her with 

Centrelink and housing to assist her with issues that have been going on following her 

medical issues. This young person does not have any family support or other services 

working with her so has found Aftercare an invaluable resource. As well as this, we have had 

several other organisations state to us that they would not continue to work with this young 

person had Aftercare not been involved. They have been able to mediate their work with the 

young person through Aftercare to be able to continue to provide services that meet her 

needs.  

Another young person had an incident in her house where she was arrested and spent some 

time in gaol. Again, this young person has few supports, and Aftercare became her primary 

contact throughout this ordeal. Prior to this incident, the young person had been doing very 

well, working full time and renting her own place. She completed an apprenticeship as a 

chef. Since being released from gaol, she has returned to work, however is continuing to 

utilise Aftercare for support around her court case and other issues that arise.  

Aftercare has been supporting one young person who has been struggling with drug 

addiction this year. They have been working together to find a suitable rehab, however the 

young person has recently been having doubts about attending rehab. The young person 

has maintained contact throughout the process, and has been very open and honest with 

Aftercare about how she feels about rehab and whether she is ready to take this step.  

One of our Aftercare young people has been doing very well this year. She and her long 

term partner have a four year old daughter who has been in their care since birth. The child 

is very bright and healthy, and very clever for her age. The child suffers from febrile 

convulsions when she gets sick, and the young person and her partner have been learning 

to manage these appropriately after numerous visits to hospital since birth. The young 

person was born in Brazil and came to Australia at the age of 13. She was brought into care 

shortly after arriving in Australia, and has no family support. She was more or less adopted 

into Julie’s family a few years after leaving care. She now considers Julie her mum, and has 

become a valued family member. She has no family support in Australia, and after her 

experiences with her natural family has separated herself from most contact with them. After 

attempting for many years to obtain her birth certificate, we were able to work with FaCS and 

international social services to get her birth certificate. This has allowed her to gain other 

identification, which she was seriously lacking. This year, she has completed a hospitality 
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course, received her RSA, gained employment and recently passed her L’s test and has 

begun learning to drive. She has had a legal name change to relieve herself of the family 

name that has brought her a lot of trauma and heartache, and has taken Julie’s last name. 

She is progressing in leaps and bounds.  
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We have two Aftercare clients who are in a long term relationship. They have both lived at 

Entity at different times, and met after leaving Entity. They moved back to Sydney this year 

from Melbourne and have had a number of issues arise that they have required support for. 

They have had housing and Centrelink issues that they have had Aftercare support them 

with. They have also had some legal issues that required some support. Recently they have 

discovered that they are going to be having a baby. The female young person has a very 

rare genetic condition that makes pregnancy and child birth very dangerous for her and the 

baby. We have supported them with linking into antenatal care with Westmead Hospital, as 

this is where the specialist is for the young lady’s condition. She is listed as a high risk 

pregnancy and will receive special care by the hospital throughout the pregnancy and birth. 

Aftercare will continue to support them throughout the pregnancy to help minimise the stress 

and risks associated with the pregnancy as much as we are able.  

Aftercare has another client who has recently been diagnosed with some serious illnesses. 

She has been devastated by this news, and has been having difficulty coming to terms with 

it and managing the many doctor appointments and medications required to treat her. She is 

a transgender young person, and has relied on Aftercare for support around both her 

medical issues and her transition. She is turning 25 very soon, and as such will no longer be 

able to access her leaving care plan, which had approved financial support around her 

transition. Aftercare are working with her to look into her options around possibly extending 

her access to this support.  

One of our Aftercare young people has recently had her first child. She had a boy and is 

living in her own place with him. We were able to assist her with furnishing her new flat with 

furniture that we had stored from donations and second hand purchases. We were also able 

to provide some baby goods for her that we purchased from Good 360. We supported her to 

obtain TILA for setting up for baby’s arrival. This allowed her to utilise her own money for 

other important purchases in preparation for the birth. Both mum and bub are doing well.  

Other clients with Aftercare continue to check in, request less intensive support, such as 

contacting Centrelink or assistance with appointments or simply a catch up.  

We would like to thank the many services, government departments and individuals that 

have helped us again this year. Thanks to Miranda Police station; Sylvania High School; the 

Out of Home Care teachers with Department of Education; Headspace Hurstville; FaCS; 

Good360; Givit; ACWA; Michael Durrant; Metro Central C&FDU; Sutherland Community Mental 

Health team; Partnerships and Planning; the Management Committee and Laurie Matthews. 

 


